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Your Body: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
What, exactly, do you know about your body? Do you know how your immune system works? Or what your pancreas does? Or the myriad -- and often simple -- ways you can improve the way your body functions?


 
 This full-color, visually rich guide answers these questions and more. Matthew MacDonald, noted author of Your Brain:...
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The Digital Photography Book, Volume 2Peachpit Press, 2008
Scott Kelby, author of the groundbreaking bestseller “The Digital Photography Book, Vol. 1” is back with an entirely new book that picks up right where Vol. 1 left off. It’s more of that “Ah ha—so that’s how they do it,” straight-to-the-point, skip the techno jargon; packed with stuff you can really use...
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Invest Like a Guru: How to Generate Higher Returns At Reduced Risk With Value InvestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2017

	Adopt the investment strategy that built Warren Buffett's fortune


	Invest Like a Guru provides an invaluable resource for high-quality-focused value investing, with expert insight and practical tools for implementation. Written by the man behind GuruFocus.com, this book expands on the site's value...
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End-to-End QoS Network Design : Quality of Service in LANs, WANs, and VPNsCisco Press, 2004
Quality of Service (QoS) has already proven itself as the  enabling technology for the convergence of voice, video, and data networks. As  business needs evolve, so do the demands for QoS. The need to protect critical  applications via QoS mechanisms in business networks has escalated over the past  few years, primarily due to...
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A Carrot a Day: A Daily Dose of Recognition for Your EmployeesGibbs Smith, 2004
From the bestselling authors of The 24-Carrot Manager comes a manager's handbook on motivating employees through praise and recognition.   Employees fed a steady diet of carrots focus better on company goals. They spot new opportunities faster. They have longer employment life spans (translation: lower turnover). And they can lift companies higher...
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Mobile Telecommunications Protocols for Data NetworksJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Technology has changed our lives and the way we see the world. The growing use of mobile technologies in phones, computers and everyday applications has fuelled the demand for efficient connectivity, irrespective of the location of the device. This connectivity has to be provided by various different networks and protocols that guarantee the smooth...
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Installing and Administering Linux, Second EditionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
An indispensable working resource for IT professionals moving to Linux-based network systems
More and more companies are now using Linux as their server operating system of choice. That’s because the costs are lower, there’s a greater amount of flexibility, and the code is much more reliable. As a result, there is a bigger demand...
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Green Tech: How to Plan and Implement Sustainable IT SolutionsAMACOM, 2009
“Green” is a feel-good term. It has positive, earth-friendly connotations, often without much specificity—perfect for marketing purposes. Sustainability, on the other hand, is something we can measure and manage. We are sustainable when our use of resources does not permanently deplete or damage our supply, including natural...
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Financing the Future: Market-Based Innovations for GrowthWharton School Publishing, 2010

	Financial innovation can drive social, economic, and environmental change, transforming ideas into new technologies, industries, and jobs. But when it is misunderstood or mismanaged, the consequences can be severe. In this practical, accessible book, two leading experts explain how sophisticated capital structures can...
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An Introduction to Tensors and Group Theory for PhysicistsBirkhauser, 2015

	The second edition of this highly praised textbook provides an introduction to tensors, group theory, and their applications in classical and quantum physics. Both intuitive and rigorous, it aims to demystify tensors by giving the slightly more abstract but conceptually much clearer definition found in the math literature, and then connects...
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Blitzkrieg: From the Ground UpCasemate, 2017

	An examination of the German Blitzkrieg operations from Poland to Operation Barbarossa, as experienced by junior commanders and enlisted men, exploring why they were so successful.

	

	The successes of the German Blitzkrieg in 1939–41 were as surprising as they were swift. Allied...
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Robustness Development and Reliability Growth: Value Adding Strategies for New Products and ProcessesPrentice Hall, 2010

	This book integrates key tools and processes into a comprehensive program for developing more robust and reliable technology-based products. Drawing on their extensive product development experience, the authors present a complete process for ensuring product performance throughout the entire lifecycle, from understanding...
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